Parish Lengthsman Report
December 2021
Works Complete
Regular walkabouts
Public toilets maintenance and inspections
Replaced lights
Underpass checks and clearing leaves
Removed broken glass
Cleared leaves regularly from:
- along the pavement of Station Road
- along West Street
- Millers Way
- Pathway between Quantock View and Hamber Lea
Removed moss, soil and leaves from Glanfield Close
Litter pick of underpass, bad areas of A358 and picked up a fly tip at
Bishpool
Cut back bushes at Webbers to keep away from path
Mowing the grass areas of – the roundabout, visibility areas at the end of
Taunton Road and Minehead Road, under the Broadgauge business park
sign, Millers Way, pathway between Quantock View and Hamber Lea,
outside of the toilets, outside of Webbers and Mill Lane plus all of the
grass on the right as you turn down Hither Mead from Taunton Road
Strimming of areas requiring it – Lydeard Mead, visibility to Wick Lane on
A358, visibility at Stairfoot, visibility on the junction of B3224, visibility on
junction of West Street to A358, area around posts and rails by
Middlebrook Farm plus around the gate of the footpath opposite, junction

of Watts Lane (Eastcombe end), visibility of junction and around the SCC
finger post at Birches corner, entrance to the Main car park near Ash
Priors and the small car park further down, visibility at the junction
opposite the main car park, visibility at Terhill
Problems to report
The hand dryer is smelling very hot when on, could probably do with
someone to take a look at it
One of the toilet roll holders have been taken off and I can’t find it
anywhere
There is no paper hand towels and no soap is the dispenser in the disabled
toilet and no replacement in the store cupboard
Not sure if the new cleaner has started yet but I was there this week while
they were there and they haven’t got a litter picker so they have left the
litter on the floor and in the toilets, they haven’t cleaned the toilets or
urinals just moped the floor

Fly tip by the small carpark at Ash Priors common
Jobs Planned in for January/February
Litter picks of A358, Cothelstone Road and any other areas requiring it
Road sign cleaning
Cleaning bus shelters
Step over fence along Lydeard Mead
Few bushes and hedges that need cutting back away from roads and paths

Jack Councill

